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Rearrangements of words in a free mor‘oid A* are considered and related to some equations 
A*. The solutions of special equations are given and ;cime consequences are derived 
The combinatorial properties of the words of a free monoid are of geat intersst 
in several parts of pure and applied mathematics such as Algebra, Formal 
language theory, Automata theory, Variable length codes, Computational com- 
plexity, etc. [2-71. 
In this paper we are first concerned with “rearrangements” of words. A 
nonempty word g of a finitely generated free monoid A* is called a rearrange- 
ment of f~ A* (or g is commutatively equivalent to f) if g can be obtained from f 
by permuting its letters. 
In Section 2 we show (cf. Proposition 3) that the relaticn uf commutative 
equivalence coincides with the transitive closure p+ of the relation p defined in 
A* as: for all f, g E A*, f~ g if and only if there exist words u, v E A * such that 
f=uv and g= v-u, where (-) denotes the reversal operation. Moreover a relation 
between rearrangements of words and equations in free monoids is given by the 
following proposition (cf. Proposition 2): For any positive integer k and f, g E A*, 
f# g if and only if there exist a word u E A” a,nd 3 factorization u = u1 l l * uk9 
4 E A*, 1 G i s k, such that the eqtil,tion: 
is satisfied. 
repositions 2 and 3 are suitabl eneralized in Section 4 where “reamnge- 
dutions of equations of 
e solutions have een obtained, by using 
equation u;usf =: I;ulu I have solutioms if an ~1 only if b 
iiill.+-, is palindrome (i.e. u = u-) or ;he l:,roduct of two uniquely determined 
palindrome words of A + = A* \ { I}. ~~~;e~~~r this conditions is neither necessary 
nor su~~i~nt for the existence of solutions of similar equation of higher order. 
Some consequences (cf. Propositions 9-i 11 of the previous result are drscussed. 
in particular one derives that any primitive word of A’ can be uniquely factorized 
in the product of two palindrome words of A+. 
From the so~~~~ti~n of the equation Cf - fiz one has that the word w = PA. if 4 1, 
is a “sesquipo~~er’~ palindrome word. In section 8 this kin of words is considered 
and a theorem (cf, Proposition 15) relating “nonprime” palindrome words and 
“‘strong sesquipowers” is shown. 
Let A be: a finite nonempty set or alphabet and A* (resp. A*) the free mmoid 
(resp. free semig/+oecp) generated by A. The elements of A are usually called Ee~ters 
and the elements of A* words. The identity element of A* is denoted by 1 a;ad is 
called earn word. For any w E A +, \w\ denotes the ~e~~g~~ of w.The length of the 
empty word is taken equal to 0. For any letter a E A, 1~1, denotes the number of 
the occurrences of a in w. One has that Iwl= xIIEA Iwlo- 
A woui cu E A* is called ~~~~~~~~~~~ if w = tip, u E A *, p > 0, implies w = U. F+om 
this definition 1 is primitive. It is lwell known KS] that for any w E A’ there exists a 
unique primitive word that we denote by dw and call root of w, and a urlique 
positive integer ic: such that w = (%/w)~. In the following we shall denote by rr:A*) 
the set of all primitive words of A*. 
The conjugacy vdation is an cquivalencc relation defined in A* for all II, u E A* 
as: 
14 conj 2” CJ 3. WE. A*: u = MI’, u = k’h. 
An equivalent definition of the ~onjugacy relation is the followil~g [5]: 
u conj v e ~wEA*: UW=~WU. 
It is clear from the definition that two \.rords dre co 
tained from the other by a circular 
itive. FOE- any M’ E A + the number of distinct conjugate 
words of u‘ is given by Iv’w~. 
Let us now introduce in A* the unary operation (*), called reversal, which 
associates to any word u E A* the reuersed u”, inductively defmed as: 
l”== 1, d-a, 
(1461)~ = au- for all a E A, u c A *. 
efinition one has that: 
for all II, v E A*. Hence t e reversal operation is an involutory antiautomorphism 
of A*; it preserves tlze primitiveness, i.e. if w 6: .4* is primitive then so will be we. 
From this it follows that for all w E A’ 
(Jw)- = Jw-. 
A word 10, is called paIindrome if w == UT . Some obvious properties of palindrome 
words are the following: 
(I) For alI WE A’, w is palindrome if and only if dw is so. 
(2) For all w E A*, w is palindrome if and only if w = t@C with u E A* and 
&E A U(1). 
If 5 = I (resp. # l), then w is called an even fresp. ~~~~~ palindrome word. 
If w is a palindrome word of A f such that w = IW, with K E A +, u = i ana 
u E A”, implies \ui = 1 then we say that w is a prime palindrome word. 
It is clear that if w is a prime ~a~~ndron~e word of tength f2 then w is primitive 
whereas the converse is not generally true. For instance on the alphabet A = (ct, h} 
the palindrome word ahMa is prime. However the palindrome primitive word 
aabaa is not prime since it has the palindrome prefix au. 
Let us e~~~i~it~y observe that the previous definition of prime palindrome word 
t frem that usually given in the case in which one considers only the 
class of even palindrome words (cf [3]). 
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that implies 16 = zi’ and v = u-. 
Let us observe that if w -= (~v)~z~ is a sesquipower then w” = (~~v~)~~~ is aitso a 
sesquipower of the came order. In fact v” # 1. Moreover since prim 
preserved by conjugation and reversal operation it follows that U”V” = (VU)” is still 
primitive. 
RearrangemeWs 
Let f = ft . l - f& with fi E A, 1 s i 6 m and rrr = If\, be a word of A-+. We say 
that ip word g = g, * l * gq, with gi c A, 1 =S i s n, n = lg\, is a reQffa~g~~~~~~~ of 
P = M and a permuta.tion c of the set fm] = { 1, . . . , m} exists such that 
In other words g is a rearrangement of f if g can be obtained from f by permut.ing 
the letters of f. One has that for all a E A Ig\, = I&. 
If g is a rearrallger!~ent of f then obviously f is a re~~rrangement of g: f and g 
will be said co~r~~~a?~ve~y e~~~vu~e~~. l[f f and g are two conju ate worck 01: A’ 
then they are commutatively equivalent. 
For all f E A’, the reversed word f-is a real-rangement of f. 
Let us now introduce in the free monoid ,4* the binary relation Q E A * X A*, 
defined for all f, g E A” as: 
fpg H 3u,u~A*: f=tia:, g=v”u. (1) 
The relation F is reflexive but if Card ,?\, > 1, neither s)mmettic nor ~~u~~s~~ive. 
Ii+om the de~~it~on it follows that for all f, g E A*, f p g implies g- fo f. !Le 
rknote by p+ the ~~u~~if~ve closctre iof p, i.e. Q+ = ~-t-p.‘+ p3+ l l l . 
e state now the fo~~o~ving propositions [I] t e ~r~)of of which is repol.ted in 
the next section: 
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u E A* asld C-J jhctorization u = u1 l l l w,, u. ; A*, 1 s i s k, such that: 
gu, l ’ l Uk = u-; - l l.Q- (2) 
r all E A”, fp+ g if an only if f and g me commutatively 
equiualent. 
Let us introduce in A* the binary relations d and I which are defined for ;Jl 
f, g E A* as follows: 
fd g CC+ 3~. UC:: A*: f- uv, g = UU-. 
ffg e ~u,uEA”: f=uv,g=u-v. 
(3) 
The relations d and I satisfy the reflexive and symmetric properties. Moreover for 
all f, g E A * 
fdg e f-k, fPR @ f&t. 
Let us denote by d‘ and I’ the transitive closures 
respectively. It holds the following proposition whose 
next section: 
(4 
of the relations d and 1 
proof is postponed to the 
0 . If f~ g then there exist words u, v E A* s;lch that f = uu 
ant g = u-w. Hence one derives that gv = dnv = v-f. Vice versa let us suppose that 
the equation gu = v-f is verified for a suitable v E A*. By the lemma of Levi if 
lvi<Ifi=\g!, then g=v%, f=uv, UEA+, so that fpg. If lzllalfl, then zjl=g~, 
U-= U, g-=f, UEA *. Since g* = f one has f p g. Cl 
The prooF is by induction on t 
true for k = p and prove its validity for k = p + 1. Suprose 
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‘Hence 
Conversely if g’3z.q l . 9 u, = v34; l l l ul;f, then by using the lemma of Levi, one 
has 
gv=v-p1, kA* and hu, l - l &, z= u; 9 l . u;;f: 
Thus one has h p g and by using the hypothesis of the induction it fo3ows fPP g 
and then f$+’ g= n 
paMi 3. It 
~ommutative’~y e~uivaJent. 
is clear that for all _f 6 E A + if f $ E:, then 1’ and are 
y we have to prove that 6’~ each _F E A” * any 
rearrangement g of f is such that f$ g. We give two proofs o: this result: the idea 
of the second proof has been suggested by J. Ekrstel. 
First proof: Let cr be a permutation of the set [kj, where rn = If , such that 
gi = folio witk i E [ml. It is well known that any permutation of the set [m ] can 
always be expressed as a product of ~u~s~os~~~~~zs rii = (i, j) where 1 s i (j s m, 
Tii(i) = j, Tij(di) = i and Tij’ii(k) =k for k E[m]\{i, j). 
Thus to p:rove our assertion it is sufkient to sl-:ow that for any transposition rii 
one has f p f g’ where gk = f+) for all k E [lr]. To this end let us first show that if 
f= ~u~v and f = tutu with a, 6 E A, u, u E A”, 
then f& f’. In fact one can obtain f’ from f by means of the followins derivation 
(where w -* w’ means w p w’): 
f =: aubv - fbl;(“a -+ afbu” -+ uav3 -* 
buaf -3 vbua + avbu + tibav --* 
v-‘au” b --) bwv = f . 
Let now f = ~VQU~V~ g’ = wrung), w E A *, If k’ = 1 the result has been a 
proven. Let us then suppose w # 1., One can w&e w = cw’ wixh c c A and w’ E A *. 
The word y’ can he then obtained from f in the f\>llowing way (where w L w’ 
means w cp+ w’): 
IUS f P+ g’ and the I suit is achieved. U 
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f,~~A*, fP .r~pl~es cz- Pf so that it follows: 
Since h p K’ and f of one derives that h p + f. 
Let us now pr(Dve that p’ is left-invariant. For this it is sufficient to prove that 
UP’ @* 
One has that fc = woe, C/I = &J-U = (u[Tu; this implies 
frp &. moreover since fs p Q one has &fp+ fc and then sf~,+ @. 
To prove that p+ is right-invariant let us observe that if f~+ h, then Ii p+ f. IBy 
‘ng the left-invariance one has that for all 6 E A*, JK p+ rf that implies 
pi tl[“. This shows that p+ s right-invariant a;;d then a congruence. 
Let f = f, l 9 l j;,, with fir;A. &$I] and YPZ 3 2. Since for ail i in the interval 
+ 1 p fi + ,f, it follows by usi the substitution property of the congru- 
f p + g’ where g’ is the wo obtained from f by transposing the i-th 
letter with the (i + I)-th letter. Since any transposition (and then any rearrange- 
ment g of f) can be obtained by composing transpositions of this kind it follows 
that f p+ g. III 
f of FrdJrn Proposition 3 it is clear that d+, E’ c: p+. We show 
now that P+E I’ and p+ c_d*. This will prove that P+ = 1’= d’. Let f Pt g. This 
implies the existence of a sequence f,, . . . . f,,, of words fi E A *. i E [m], nz 3 3, 
such that f = f,, g =f,,, and fi pfi,, for all it-: [I, nz - l]. From eq. (4) one has: 
Since f;“+llf,,,, f;dfi it follows that f,/‘f,., and f,d’f,+, for all i~[l,nz--11. 
This implies f r-’ g a:Jd fd + f. q 
. (1 j If f, < E A*’ tire two conjugate words, i.e. f = pq and g = qp then g 
can be derived from f by using three times the relation p in the following wa;!: 
Thus conj s p3. Once car easily verify that: 
In this case the wo 
63-e exi3 a war 
ne cam eas 
2 is given by u = h ,u2u3 = g--f, with 
are ~orn~~~tat~vely 
u=u,“‘u.k suclt! 
il’=lU;l, iE[Iq kf iI3 
rt: exists an uppe;. 
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(4) From IP’roposition 3 it follows that p* is the minimal congruence 8 (in the 
lattice of conh~ruences in A”) such that for all a, ii E A, ab 8 bn, 
For any given finite nonempty) alphabet A we consider the larger alphabet 
Bz=AUbi where A = {li 1 a E A) and the una~y ,~~eration (‘) in B* defined as: 
1 ~1, a’=& a’=a, 
(t&a)‘= ad for all a, 6 E B and u E EI? 
For all u. v E B* one has that: 
h.4’ = VW, (t-4’)’ =u, It&‘\= lul. 
Thus the operation f’) is an involutory antiautomorphism of B*. Since the 
operation (-) is also an involutory antiautomor~~~tisK~ of B* (see Section 1) and 
Cl-)’ = (l’)“, (Ep’)” =(b”)’ = b’ for all b E B, it follows that 
(u’)-= (~4~)’ for all u E B*. 
Let us consider now in B* the relation z (v c_, I?* x 1?*) defined for all j, g E B* 
Zi: 
f7-q a 3u,cEP*: f=uv,g=v'u. (5) 
We observe that if + is the mo~hism defined as: 
$:B”-+A”, $(a) = 443 = a, 6) 
for all n E A, then one has that for aft j, g E B* 
where pa denotes the relation p defined by eq. (1) in A*. Hence the morphism 
@“:B*xB*-+A*‘~ A A* defined for all j, g E B* as @‘(j, g) == (S(j), e(g)), is such 
that @(v) = pa. 
One can prove in a way similar to that of Propositions 1 and 2 t!he Mowing 
proposition whose proof we omit for the sake of brevity: 
er and s a map s : [n]+{1, --I). To a 
g = g, l 8 - g it where p 
gi .z fi if S(i) r= 
gi =~‘f if s(i) = - 1. 
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e can also set g, = fl’“’ where i = fi and ft ’ = fl. We say that g is a substitution 
f. A substitution is alled & enrary if in the set [n] there exists one and onjy 
one integer i for which s(i) = - 1. Obviously any substitution is a composition of 
elementary substitutions. 
t us now introduce in B* the lation 8 defined for all f, g E B* as: 
fog B: f = ubv, g = ub’v. 
orallf,gEB”,fOgifandon is an elementary sub!&:rtion of f. If 8’ is the 
transitive closure of 6 one has + is a congruence reMion in B* such that for 
all fy g E B*, f 8’ g if and only if g is a substitution of f. 
Let us denote by ph the relatio p in B* as definec’l by et:. (1). One easily 
d#erives that 
i.e. pb commutes with the relation 8. This implies that pb+@ = Vp,t is also a 
congruence in B”, i.e. tl-2 minimal congruence relation containing pi and 6’. 
Letf=f,-f,cB* wth fi E B, i ~[n]. We say that g = g1 l l l g, is a reanange- 
ment with a substitution of f if there exists a permutation CF of [n] and a 
<substitution s of [n] such that for all i E [n] 
for instance if A = {a, b}, n = 5 then the word g = b6baa is a rearrangement with a 
substitution of f = ab6d In this case one can take 
12345 123 45 
1 
and s = 
--1 1 1 -1 
From the previous definition and Proposition 3 it follows that the relation 
“rearrangement with a substitution” coincides with the congruence 0’~;. 
For all f, g E B+, f TC+ g ij and only if g is a remangement with a 
substitution of f. 
sufficient to show that T E p#. In fact if f TT g9 then there exist 
uv and g = v’u. Now f’pb h where h - CL Since v- 8’ v’ it 
NJ that one can rfllrna by means of the 
letter of a wo, 
ere tul --, w2 
= v -+ v’ I---+ LIV' ’ .9 ‘4 Lmd -+ 
vbua + aWb?.f --, va’d 
following way: 
. From the previous proposi,tion it follows that # is a congruence 
relation in B’. Moreover B+fn+ = A’ fpz = commutative free semigroup with 
Card(A) generators. In fact let 6 : B+/:r+ -+ A+/@,+ be the map defined, for all 
DEB, as 
where rl, is the morphism defined by eq. (6). Thl,: definition of 6 is not ambiguo~~s 
since if 7r+(r) = v+(q), 5, q E B’, then #([) p,’ $(*I$ I Moreover 5 is a morphism 
which is obviously surjective and injective since if ~~(~~~)) = ~~(~(~)), then 
z+(5) = n+(rti(S)) = n’(G(q)) = +(q). 
Let us consider in A” the prooper p relation that we denote by CB’, which is 
defined for all f, g E ‘4 + as f P’ g if and only if there exist u, u E A’” sue 
f = UZ$ g = v-u. 
The study of the “diagona’l” of the relation p’ (ix, the set of words f of A ’ such 
that f~’ f) naturally leads to consider the equation v-f = fu. Moreover this 
equation has to be taken into account if one asks the question when a word u is 
conjugate of its re;lersed 6. Let us then consider the equation 
v-f+, SEA+, UEA+. 
We have to distinguish two cases: 
C’lzse 1. The word v is palindrome, i.e. o = u”. The previous equation becomes 
then I$ = ft, and, as it is well known, its solution is given by: 
C’iase 2. The word v is not palindrome, i.e. v+ vl: From a classical result of 
Lyndon and Schutzenberger [~I--61 concerning the solutions of the equation 
xy =I yr in free monoids we get: 
where A@, PA E v(A”)\ (1). Moreover the pair (A, p) E A’ X A” an 
integer p are u~~~ue~y ~~e~~~~F~e~ (for any given V). Since t/v = p 
&I- =A& one derive: 
(@A)” = A”@ hp 
a en, as [A’/ = IAl, 1 1, one has A = A- and g = by*_ 
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words of A +. 
which is not palindrome. Then v and v- are 
ct of two (uniquely determined) palindrome 
f. If v and 6 are conjugate there exists a WOI d h: E A* such that v-4 = hv. 
the solution of the previous equation (Case 2) it follows that t/z, 
oduct of two (uniquely determined) palindrome words of A+. 
Conversely let us suppose that &I = uw with u = u-, w = w-. One has then 
(Jv)” = Jv- = wu so that &I- and &J are conjugate. 711is obviously implies that v 
and v- are conjugate. 
Let f be a word of A + of lengrh If I> 1. One has that f p’ f if and 
only if f is palindrome. 
roob. If f p’ f then from the solution of the equation v-f = fv rl:f. eq. (7)) it 
follows that f has to be palindrome. Conversely if f is palindrome and IfI > 1, then 
f p’fi In fact f can be written as f = aw(w-a with a E A, WE ,4 ‘, &A U(l). 
Hence setting u = a, v = w&-a it fohows f = uv = v-u so that f p’ j. q 
Turning back to the equation v-f = fv we shall now prove some results which 
arc’ related to Proposition 7. We have seen that the previous equation has a 
solution when either v (or &) is palindrome or &I is the product of two 
palindrome words of A’. These two cases are mutually exclusive asI shown by the 
following: 
Let w -1 UC be a primitive word which is the product of two palin- 
8dronle words u, v E A ’ . Then w is not palindrome and the factorization w = uv is 
unique. 
f. Let w = uv where u and v are two Jalindr(ome words of A+. If 3ne 
supposes that w is palindrome, then 
w- = v-u- = vu = w = uv. 
This implies u = p;“, u = g’, g E n(A*), h, k a 1 and w = g” +’ ; thus w is not 
primitive that is a contradiction. Tne unicity of tht: factorization w = uv is a 
consequence of Pro 
A ?~(~n~ali~dr~)~?~e word w .s the nroduct of two palindron?e wc,rds of 
drome words cu and p 
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0~ == (&v\,~ and pcu = (Jw”)~‘. This implies (Jw]l% = &w’)” so that from Proposi- 
tion 7, Jw has to be the product of two pa~ir~d~~rne WO& of A ’ . m 
The fo~~o~~~~~g propositi~ln shows that conjugacy preserves the property of a 
word of being palindrome or the product of two palindrome words of A*: 
If E is a conjugate of u one can write the equation t!h = hu for a suitable 
h E A*. Moreover if LB is pi-llindrome or the product of two palindrome wcrds of 
A+ then from PropLsitions 7 and 10, u* is conjugate of u and II. This 
existence of a word k E A such that u”k = ku. Hence k-u = dk” and k” 
zl’k%. By using again PropoGtions 7 and 10 one has that v is either palindrome or 
the product of two p:llindrc#me words of A +. D 
In this section we consider the equation 
in the free monot:d A”. If u1 or u2 are equal to I the equation reduces itself to the 
equa&n u-f: = flu that we have already studied. Let us then suppose that t*:, v2 E 
A’. If u =y uIu2 is pa~indron~e eq. (Pt becomes: 
f ‘I * II2 == jiql; = v; GJ. 
From the solutwn of the equation ghk = khg in free monoids [4] and by the facl 
that u is palindrome we obtain in this case the following solution. 
u1 = ( yX)qX-, 02 = >I”(YXY’, PI430 
f = (Xy)nX, 
(9 
.x-y- = )‘X, x, YE A*, na0. 
Let us then analyze the ca:$e when v is not palik~drom~!. We have to distinguish 
two cases: 
Case I. Ifi > iu;! = lv,l. 
From eq. (8) WC.: have f = II;{, &z A ’ and then 
&) = @$a)* = v”,v;~ = o”& w 
Since v is not palindrome from Propositions 7 and 10, eq. ( IO) 
only if 2‘ is the prodl!ct of twc+* palindrome words of 
of eq. ( 10) is give!, by: 
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ress the solution of eq. (8) in one of the two following forms: 
~utio~s inclu(~e q, (9) for ty == 1 and @ = f respectively. 
G lu;l = Iv& 
Let us first of all observe t SC u wouid be palindrome which 
has been excluded. From cq. (8) wt' can write: u; = fT, &z A + and then: 
(ff=--V~ =- &Jy. 
This implies c = 5 and 
j-v2 = vy. (11) 
Moreover IJ = vIv2 = sf&, that is e, (and then &_I by Proposition 10) has to be the 
product of two palindrome words of A *. To find the solution of our equation WC: 
have to distinguish two s&cases: 
(a) Iv,l>Ifl> Iv& In this !zase we can wrke f= au2 and then from eq. (II) one 
obtains cx”uz = atu2, tkit imf4ies cy = tu”. The so~~~~~on can be expressed as: 
t.+ = ljfia, v2 = h, f = a 2$x, hEA+. 
(b) Ifl+bl? bzl- J-II e cascb IfI = luzi has tc) be excluded otherwise *I would be 
palindrome. One has from eq. (11). u2 = @f and pf = @-j’ that implies ; ; = P_ . Thus 
the solution is: 
From the previous results we can state the following: 
Let us observe t 
product of two pali 
s of consktency v 5= u, u2 is palindrome or the 
of A + if and only if O; u, is so (cf. 
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is palindrome i;z +F?P nvduct . of 1 bt-0 ~a~i~~r~~~ ~0~~s of PI. +. 
condition does not Seem to pi&j 2 tale for the existence of solu 
equations of higher order. Indeed the followling. two examples show that the 
previous property is neither necessary nor sufficient for the existence of solutions. 
Let us consider the equation f2r,~~z~~ = u&u;$ If one takes 
zJ= v12)2213 = aabbbb product of the two palindrome words aa and by 
02 - ala, r3 = bbb then one has uTu;uG = ababbb which is not conjugate 
the condition is not sufr?cient o guarantee the existence of a solution. Conversely 
if A -(a, b, c) and 2) = abc. u1 = a, u2 = b, u_ = c, the solution of the previous 
equation is f = (abc)“, t 2 0 and v is neither palindrome nor the product of two 
palindrome words of A’. 
Turning back to the property of a word of being palindrome or the 
two palir&ome words of A + we observe that, as stated by Proposition 11. 
conjugacy preserves this property. Let .us moreover remark that on the alphabet 
A = {a, b) a primitive word Z.I of length 6.5 is not palindrome if and only if it is the 
product of two palindrome words of A’. This result does not hold true for a 
length ~5. For instance for a length equal to 6 there are 12 (c?ver 64 1 primitive 
words which are neither palindrome nor the product of two palindrome words. 
These words are : 
a2(ba)b”. azb2ab, (ab)‘ba, ab”a2b, ab2abl, aba2b’, 
and those which at-e obtained from these by substituting in each word the letter a 
for the letter to. ‘This number becomes 28 (over 128) for the length 7 and 98 (over 
256) for the length 8. 
For any finite alphabet if o is a su~ciently large positive integer a~~~~osf ail the 
words of A” (i.e. all the wobrds of A” but a negligible fraction’) are primitive and 
neither palindrome nor the product of two palindrome words of A’. More 
precisely we can show (see tippendix 1) that for all n a 1 t.he number h(n) of 
words of A” which are neither palindrome nor the nroduct of two 
words of A+ is greater than or equal to: 
&j) = (A(” -fn/2)(,~A~r’“““2’+~~~~r”‘2’)+(n - 1) l l, W) 
where [A 1 is the cardinality of A and [xc] denotes the least integer greiiter than or 
equal to X. Moreover if rz is a prime number then h(n) = V( YI I. 
ence the probability that an equatiorr like u’$= fv, where u is randomly 
chosen in A”, admits a solutions vani~~les when rr diverges. However it is 
interesting to conslruct, whatever the al~~~~~be~ A is and for ~r~~nit~ ~ any varies 
of the length, large families of primitive words which are neither pal 
oduct of two palindrome words of ,4+. This can be done by t 
e proof of which is reported in the Appendix 2. 
n the sesquigower w = (Ah-)“A is a pimitive word which is neither palir irome nol 
two borne words of A +. 
One can easily verify that the ses$.pipowers (Ah’)‘%, ~12 1, AA’ E rr(A *) are all 
the solutions of the equation: 
The words aAab”, with p 2 I_, a, b E A, a # b, A E A +, A # X and 
A$ A*bPA*, ale primitive words which are neither palindrome nor the product of 
two ~a~~~dro~~~e words of A +. 
We note that the set of words ~Aa~p, under the h~~9thes~s of Proposition 14 is 
disjoint from the set of words (AA-)“A with n 3 1, AE A’ and AA-E n(A*) (cf. 
ppendix 2). 
Let us consider the equation v-f =fv = w in the free monoid A*. Its solution 
can be expressed in any case (cf. Section 5) as: 
6 = (ACL)P, v = (gA)P, p HI 
f = (Ap)‘A, w = (ApJrfPA, r 2 0 
A=A-, p=gY, &I; A@, ph E ?rl;A*). 
Th;ls the word w, if # 1, is a sesquipower palin~~rome word. The same will occur to 
f but only if r ;S 1. Conversely we have seen (cf. Section 1) that if w = (ut! jkti, k 2 0, 
v # 1, uv E m(A*) is a sesqurpower palindrome word then u and v hav:: to be 
palindrome. Moreover w satisfies the equation g-w = \vg with g = (vu)~, {F 3 0. 
If w = (~13)~~ is a strong sesquipower and cl # 1 then as a consequence of the 
unique representation of a str0ng sesquipower (as a strong ses~~,uipower) it 63110ws 
that w is primitive. If w is palindrome from Proposition 9 one has that w cannot 
be expressed as the product of two palindrome words of A’ only (but as the 
product of three palindrome words in different ways). Let us explicitly observe 
that if the order of w is equal to 1 then w can be nonprimitice as In thz e (ample 
A = aba, p = b,zab. In this case w = Agh = ~abab~l)’ and w is the product of two 
If w is a strong sesquipower palindrome word then obviously w is not prime. 
e palindrome word w ~iavi~g a palinc~r~rn~~ left factor 
greater than1 or eq is a strong sesciuipower. This re3_tft is a ccn?2qu- 
equal to [$iwll. 
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. Let us first prove statement (2). We suppose that w E A’ is a palindrome 
word havkg a palindrome prefix f of length [(n - 1) Iwl/nl 6 IfI C Iwl. We can 
write w = ft) = 6f with f = f and v E A+. The solution of this equation is given by 
eq. (13) with the only difference that lin our case p 3 1 since 11 E A+. We want to 
prove that r 2 n - 1 so that w = (hp)“h with h 2 n. 
Since [f]a[(n--l)Iw(/nf a@---l)lwl/r and ha:+l, one has: 
n(~+l)lAl~ .yri~l~(Mr+2n-r-2)lAl+(izr+it-r--1)irul. (14) 
If r<n-2, then n(r+ )<nr+2n-r-2 and nr<nr+n-r-1 so that the previ- 
ous inequality cannot be satisfied. Thus r 2 tt - 2. For P = n - 2, n(r + 1) = 
fir-t2n--r-2= n(n-1) 3nd nr=n(n-2)<nr+lz-r-I=nL-2n--1, so that 
also in this case inequality (14) is not verified. Hence P Z= n -- 1. 
Conversely let w be a sesquipower w = (@JkA of order k .a n 2 2. Now w has 
the palindrome prefix f= (A&k-1A whose length is Iri = k Ihl+(k - 1) 1~1. Since 
lwl=(~+~~l~i+~ I I p one has that if k zvz then 83 lfi~(~~-- I) Iwl. 
Statement (I) can be proven as a corollary of statement (?) in the case n = 2. 
Let f be the smallest palindrome prefix of the palindrome word w E A’, such that 
IfI > I. We show that IfI =S [& 1~11. In fact let us suppose that IfI > fl Iwfl . Then 
from statement (2), w is a strong sesquipower. Let us write ~9 as w = (h&A with 
k 3 2, A@ E 7r(‘4* ), A = A”, ~1, =& g # 1. If IAl # 1 or k a 3 rhe result is obvious. 
Let us then assume that k = 2 and \A[= I. In this case 1 Iwl = z + [@I and 
Thus w has the palindrome prefix ApA of length equal io [+ IM$ whi& is a 
contradiction. c1 
We have to show that for all y2 3 1 the number A(n) of the words of A” which 
are neither palindrome n,or the product of two palindrome words of A” is greater 
than or equal to the quantity V(U) given by eq. (12) and that if IZ is a prime 
number then k(n) = v(n). 
First of all we note that for zll r~ 3 1 the number pa(t2) of the palindrome words 
of length n is given by: 
pal(n) = IAlr”“l, 
where fAl is the cardinality oe’ the alphabet A. Thus the number of words of 
IvlW are the product of two palindrome words of 
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equal to: 
Hence an upper bound! ito the nurrber of words of A” which are palindrome or 
the product of two pali~ rome words of A’ is given hy: 
I[(n +lV21 
$((A ( -,-IA('"'*')-IA((n-1). 
The term A I (n - 1) is due to the fast that a word like a”, with a E A, is 
palindrome and can be obtained in n - 1 different ways as product of two 
palindrome words. From this one derives that h(n) 2 v(n). 
If n is a prime number all the words of A” are primitive unless the words a” 
with a E A. Moreover if a primitive word w is the product of two palindrome 
words of A +, then w is not palindrome and the factorization is unique (cf. 
Proposition 9). This implies that h(n) = v(n). Ci 
emlix 2 
II 13. Since f = (AA’)“A, n 2 1, if f = f, then A has to be 
is not primitive which is a contradiction. Let us suppose now 
that f=uu with u=r.i and ti= u’. One has then (hh’)“A = uu, A-(AA-)” = UU. We 
have to distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. u = (AA-jPAl, u = i2(A-A)q, AlA - A, p +q = U. XL us note that both A, 
and A2 are # 1. In fact, othei wise, one would obtain that either (AA”Y’A or A (A-A)” 
would be palindrome that implies A = A- which is a contradiction. 
Since u and u are palindrome from the previous equation one gets: 
(AlA2A;A;)PA, = A;(h,A2A;A;)P 
and 
A2(A;A;AlA2)q = (A;A;A,A2)“X;, 
from which it follows A, = A;, A2 = A ?. Moreover as p + q .= n 2 1, in any case one 
has that A,Az I= AZA ‘I so that A is palindrome and AA’ is not primitive. 
Case 2. u=A(A-A)~A,, u=A,(AX)~A, A,A2=A-, pl+q=n--1. Since u=u- and 
u = u- one obtains: 
and 
A;A;(A,A2A~A;)~‘X, = A;(A,A&A;YAJ2 
A~~A~A~A,A~~qA~A~ = 
As p t q = n - 12 0 one derives in any case that: 
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From these two equations it fclliows that: 
A,A,A?A 1 = A,AzA5A, = A-,A;A,A~. 
Since IA, h,( = IAJA;l one has then A- f= A,AIZ = AzA; = A&. ‘This imp 
so that AA” +! rr(A*) which is a contradiction. 
The words (AX)“A for n 2 2 are certainly primitive since they are stron;; 
sesquipowers and A E A”. Let us then consider the case n = 1. f AA’A - wk with 
k 3 2 and w E =(A*), one has: 
AA- = whw,, wlw2 = w, A = w2wk-“+“, O4Kk,w,#w. 
Et follows that: 
AA’ =z W,(W,W2)k-(h+1)(W~W;)k-(h+r)W; = (w*W2)hW,. 
If k > h -I- 1, then w2w1 = w1 w2, which implies that w is not primitive. If k = h + 1 
the only possibility is h = 1 so that from the equation: 
- * _ 
w2w2 = WI w2w1= w; W2Wl 
it follows WI = w;, w2 = w; and AA” tif rr(A*) which is a contradiction. Cl 
. Let w = aAabP with p ~1,a.b~A,a#b,XEA+,hiCA” 
and A sf A”bPA*. It is trivial that w is not palindrome . Let us now suppose that 
ahab” = uu heing u, v palindrome words 
when: 
u = oh,. A2abP = v, A,A2 = A, 
One has then A2abP = bPaA, that implies 
is a contradiction. 
Since A f A- the only case to consider is 
AI, A2 E A+. 
A2e A*b?4*. Hence A E /l*b*A* which 
Finally let us suppose that aAabP = w’ with k a 2 and w primitive. One can 
easily see that the only possibility is that w = &bP with e E A* (the case 4 = 1 
would imply A E A*b*A*). Moreover from the equation ahalP = wk it follows 
that there exist AI E A’, A2e A* such that AlAz = A and ah, = &bP = afabP. 
Hence A, = (‘abP and A E A*bPA* wZic:‘.? IS a contradiction. Cl 
Let us ~naI~y show that the set of words aAab~ under the hypot 
roposition 14 is disjoint from the se” cf words (AATA un er the hypotheses of 
roposition 13. 
In fact let aAabP = (p@)“g. IIf p = b’, r s p, t 
‘us then suppose that p = A,abP with AI G A*. 
aA = (Atab2PaA~)nA,, 
t * 
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The author is indebted to J. Berstel and S. Termini for the’ir comments and 
su stions. 
After submission of this paper, R: Kemp [On the number of words in the 
language {w&Z*! w = w~}~, IJniversiGt des Saarlandc:s, Saarb, ticken, preprint] 
has derived an explicit expression for the number of words which are the product 
of two palindrome words of A*. This expression reduces to the formula given in 
Appendix 1 for Nerds whose length is a prime number 
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